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Dear Ted Wackler, 

I am a member of the bridge generation a 1.5 generation digital immigrant. Those older then me 
who didn’t have the web in college are first generation immigrants and those younger then me 
are digital natives (they grew up with the tools). I was born in 1976, I had a rotary telephone and 
remember the black and white TV we had with a nob to turn through the 13 channels. I 
remember the world before the saturation of digital information and communication 
technologies. 

I have lived in the SF Bay Area since 1995 when I began as a freshman at UC Berkeley. While in 
college I watched the first tech boom come and go. I studied Political Economy and Human 
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Rights and while there learned about and was inspired by the practice of Nonviolence embodied 
by the struggles lead by Gandhi and Martin Luther King for large scale justice.  Out of college I 
worked with various organizations focused in this area. 

I first learned about digital identity technologies via a community and network - Planetwork 
(http://www.planetwork.net). The founders where inspired to host a conference in 2000 with the 
theme Global Ecology and Information Technology because they saw ICT as the only thing 
growing as fast as the crises we face as a species on this planet. 

The speakers were amazing and along with working early stage applications painted a vision of 
how technology could play a significant role in helping us as humanity deal with the pending/and 
ongoing environmental crisis. Jim Fournier, one of the founders presented a vision of how ICT 
could helps re-align with the natural systems of the planet - getting to Meta-Nature (see http://
www.metanature.org)

The work of Douglas Engelbart, a computer technology pioneer (he is most well known for 
inventing the mouse) who’s lab at Stanford Research Institute in the 60‘s focused on 
Augmenting Human Intelligence and collective capacity for collaboration to solve problems 
problems arising from rapid change.  This same gap between change and the capacity to deal 
with it has also been highlighted by contemporary Canadian intellectual Thomas Homer Dixon

Douglas Engelbart did not believe that data alone was useful in helping us think / take action 
together to in short be collectively intelligent. He emphasized that learning how to learn in 
groups, organizations and as whole societies was also key. Thomas Homer Dixon also 
emphasizes social, political and economic innovations as necessary to bridge the Ingenuity Gap. 

Engelbart (right) shows the lagging performance of human organizations in the face of an exploding rate 
and scale of change. Homer-Dixon (left) sketches a widening gap between the need for and availability of 
ingenuity. Notice how the curves for ingenuity requirement and supply veer off to the right. 
Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20020208050313/http://www.fleabyte.org/eic-6.html#2A12
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        Data is not enough. 
	         It must be used to help us be collectively wise. 
We have collected massive amounts of data about the changing climate since the 1970’s. More 
and more and more “big data”. Are we actually shifting our actions as a whole country? Do we 
have the practices we need to collectively discern the meaning of the data we have access to 
now as a society? 

Question 2 asks: Are there specific sectors or types of uses that should receive more 
government and/or public attention?

Yes - I think it is critical to focus government attention on how actually make meaning from “Big 
Data” generated by society. This should involve the whole society, “the people” via methods of 
collective discernment, the focusing of public attention using democratic methods that lie 
outside of voting for representatives every few years.  These methods have been extensively 
documented by the National Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation and Tom Atlee at the Co-
Intelligence Institute (http://www.co-intelligence.org) and his book the Tao of Democracy (http://
www.taoofdemocracy.com).  I worked with Tom several years ago to articulate how three of the 
methods that were most successful at supporting the emergence of a voice of “we the people” 
could be augmented with Technology. 

Ways to Generate an Inclusive, Legitimate, Informed, Coherent and Trustworthy Voice of "We the People"

Type of Citizen

Deliberative

Council

Picking an

Issue

Framing the
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Selecting

Deliberators

Information

and Expertise

Deliberations Decision-making Disseminatio

n and Impact

Organizational

Support

Citizen Jury

Organizers usually create
a "charge" naming
options deliberators must
choose among and
describing pros, cons and
tradeoffs

*  Random selection,
usually with stratified
sampling to reflect
demographic profile of
the larger community
*  12-24 jurors

Oversight committee of
diverse partisans and/or
respected neutral experts
choose briefing materials
and expert witnesses

*  Normal agenda-based
meeting facilitation,
often includes values
analysis and voting
*  4-5 days

*  Usually majority or
supermajority vote
*  Generate findings and
recommendations

* Professional (or other high
quality) organizers
*  $20,000 and up

Consensus

Conference

Picked by
Convening
Authority -
  •  Government
       Agency
  •  Large NGO
  •  Corporation
  •  University
  •  Wisdom
       Council
  •  Automatic part
      of government
      operations

Citizen panel frames
the issue within their
mandate, in liaison
with the organizers

*  Random from whole
country/community
database and/or
newspaper recruitment;
select people who know
little about the issue
*  12-24 panelists

Similar to citizen jury,
but citizens have final
say on expert witnesses

*  Moderated public
hearings followed by
facilitated consensus
process
*  2 briefing weekends,
then 3-4 day conference

*  Usually consensus,
sometimes reporting the
nature of any remaining
differences
*  Generate findings and
recommendations

*  Professional (or other high
quality) organizers
*  $30,000 and up

Wisdom Council

Picks its own
issue(s)

Citizen panel frames and
reframes the issue as they
proceed through dynamic
facilitation

*  As close to pure random
selection as possible, chosen
in public ceremony to
generate public interest
*  12-24 members

Citizens are experts in
their own experience,
and can choose other
experts if they wish.

*  Dynamic facilitation
of choice-creating
process
*  2-5 days, culminating
in public meeting

*  Usually emergent
consensus, but sometimes a
more crafted agreement
*  Generate statement

*  Results sent to
convening authority and
media (with varying
degrees of publicity)
*  Wisdom council
reports to community
meeting + high
expectation from
participant selection
*  Sometimes

-- other dialogues
organized before, during
and/or after
-- officials take action or
explain why not
-- institutionalized
outcomes, e.g., popular
vote, legislative action,
placement of findings in
voters pamphlets…

*  Can be done by grass-roots
citizens from manuals
*  $2,000 and up

Tao of Extreme

Democracy

       (ideas for)

Some method of
surfacing issues
online on an
ongoing basis
through popular
paricipation?

National Issues Forums-
style issue framing,
which provides 3-5
approaches w/ arguments
for and against, trade-
offs, values, etc., for each
- and invites deliberators
to move beyond them.

*  Random selection (using
demograhics) from large
pool of volunteers who have
provided demographic
information?
*  Random selection of and
from diverse groups (NGOs,
churches, unions, etc.)?
* 24-100 or more
deliberators

*  Info from issue
framings and web
searches
*  Experts available from
pools of diverse volunteer
experts, accessible via all
telecommunications media
(online, teleconference,
etc.)

*  Volunteer facilitators
following standard
guidelines?
*  Numerous groups of
deliberators
simultaneously considering
the same issue ("parallel
processing" a la German
"planning cells")?

*  Probably supermajority
*  Mixing and matching
members of diverse parallel
groups may increase
common sense agreements
*  Could have feedback
between deliberators and
public before decision
made

Grassroots advocacy
for recommendations,
using blogs and
MoveOn-type
organizing, etc.

*  Since not-for-profit and
very experimental, needs
major investment in
experiments (high ROI of
social change when
successful!)
*  Needs grassroots support,
especially from techies

*  Needs to be easily

replicable and inexpensive -

and hopefully very appealing

("sticky meme")
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* Universities; graduate
students
*  Existing "issue books"
*  Wikipedia of issue
framings co-created
through a citizen
journalism movement
*  Must be demonstrably

inclusive and/or unbiased

* Database and Selection
software
*  Needs to be as

unbiased and inclusive

(wide spectrum diversity)

as feasible, to nurture

both legitimacy and

collective wisdom

*  Wikipedia pattern
map for solutions?
*  Needs to be as

unbiased and inclusive

(wide spectrum

diversity) as feasible, to

nurture both legitimacy

and collective wisdom

* Dialogue Circles
* NIF/Kettering
*  Needs facilitation to

help diverse views

evolve towards wise

agreement

• Synanim.com
•  The smaller the group,

the more agreement they

must demonstrate in order

to be seen as representing

the whole community

* Building

expectations builds

"buzz" afterwards

* Partisan advocacy

tools can be used to

advocate for inclusive

solutions

Tom Atlee (w/Kaliya Hamlin)
cii@igc.org

co-intelligence.org

1.  In democratic theory, a leader, institution, system or policy is legitimate to the extent people will voluntarily go along with it without being coerced.  Force -- importing extrinsic energy into a system -- does not achieve
stable outcomes.  Intelligence (which collectively involves dialogue) is an alternative to force -- learning the intrinsic energies, tendencies and patterns that can be worked with (as in permaculture).

2.  Things to consider:  Imagineering.  Wisdom Civilization.  Civic Intelligence / CPSR.  Anthony Judge.  CWPR.  URI.  "How Not to Make a Decision."  Pattern language.  Noo.  Edmonton Sean. The future is here -- it's

just not well distributed yet!
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Question 2 asks: What types of uses of big data could measurably improve outcomes or 
productivity with further government action, funding, or research? 

These types of citizen centered discernment 
can be used to focus government attention 
and action on critical problems that have 
seemed politically intractable.  Why do we 
have 1 in 7 Americans so poor they must rely 
on food stamps.  Big Data with public 
discernment and mandates for government 
action could be powerful in helping address 
the challenges we face.  Our society is a 
complex adaptive system. Using the Cynefin 
Framework to understand how we need to 
interact with such systems we must Probe, 
Sense and Respond.  Big data used to 
address key issues can be used to measure 
results and effectiveness - to sense how 
effective various experiments to address 
challenges fair.  We must develop not just the 
technological capacity to look at big data but 
the social tools and collective capacity to 
make meaning from and take action based on 
it.   

We also must be prepared when collectively looking at issues using “Big Data” to encounter 
truths that trigger collective shame and vulnerability reactions. It is shameful that so many people 
live in poverty, it is shameful that so many of those in poverty are descendants of slaves brought 
here from Africa, the collective wounds and wrongs of the past will surface in meaningful and 
truthful engagement with “Big Data”. Actively acknowledging these and other difficult truths by 
truly engaging with the data and making real meaning with it will require a new collective 
emotional maturity.  It might be necessary to work with people like Brene Brown (http://
www.brenebrown.com), author of Daring Greatly, to consider how to do this. 

Question 1 asks: (1) What are the public policy implications of the collection, storage, analysis, 
and use of big data?

In the request for information you outline that information about people’s purchases, 
conversations, social networks, movements and physical identities is being collected, stored, 
analyzed and used. 

CYNEFIN FRAMEWORK
by David Snowden
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Lets start out by asking who is collecting it 
and how?

Right now the applications, devices, 
software, hardware and platforms we use; 
along with the stores we buy from, the credit 
card and banks we use, sites we read on, 
music and radio we stream all follow us and 
track our behaviors.  This tracking is not just 
from our digital interactions but our physical 
movements everywhere we go. 

All of these types of entities actively seek 
persistent correlateable identifiers from us 
and then package up our data and sell it on 
data markets. Only a few pieces of PII are 
needed to correlate data from different 
sources together and weave a 
comprehensive digital dossier. 

The data we actively volunteer (knowingly 
give or post) is put together with data 
passively generated and collected 
(geolocation logs from our phones or GPS 
devices) and can be used to infer much about us including quite sensitive information, for 
example, our religious beliefs (because we go to particular a house of worship once a week). 

Each of us have extensive digital dossiers about us held by business entities we have no 
business relationship with or knowledge that they hold information about us.  Why is this being 
done? This information is bought and sold and used by commercial entities to target us, to 
make decisions about whether to do business with us or not and on what terms. 

The Re-Thinking Personal Data project 
(http://www.weforum.org/issues/
rethinking-personal-data) at the World 
Economic Forum came up with the 
following diagram to articulate the 
situation. Things get creepier as one 
moves up and to the right. 

We - the people - who the generate the 
data are not empowered with the tools to 
collect our own data. 

Since 2010 I have been catalyzing the 
global community of entrepreneurs 

The proposed Commercial Privacy Bill of Rights Act 
of 2011

Defines “Personally identifiable information,” as (1) the first 
and last name of an individual; (2) postal (residential) 
address; (3) email address; (4) telephone number or 
mobile number; (5) social security number; (6) credit card 
number; (7) “unique identifier information that alone can 
be used to identify a specific individual“; or (8) “biometric 
data,” including fingerprints and retina scans. 

The definition of PII also covers any of the following if 
stored or used along with (1) through (8) above: (1) date 
of birth; (2) birth certificate number; (3) place of birth; (4) 
unique identifier information “that alone cannot be used to 
identify a specific individual;” (5) “precise geographic 
location,” excluding general geographic information that 
can be derived from an IP address; (6) information about 
an individual’s use of “voice services, regardless of 
technology used;” and (7) a catch-all.

The Bill also contains a third category of information 
which it calls “sensitive” PII, which includes medical/
health information and the “religious affiliation” of an 
individual.

http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2011/04/a_look_at_the_c.htm
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seeking to build those tools and develop a Personal Data Ecosystem (http://www.pde.cc)- at its 
core are services where individuals collect and manage their own data. Just like we use banks 
to collect and manage our money, why not have data banks, data vaults, data stores or what is 
now being called Personal Clouds to store the data we voluntarily and implicitly generate. 

Question 1 asks: Do the current U.S. policy framework and privacy proposals for protecting 
consumer privacy and government use of data adequately address issues raised by big data 
analytics?

No they do not. This question is broad and the answer is no from several different perspectives. 

Daniel Solove wrote in his 2004 book, The Digital Person about the nature of the data broker 
industry. In the 10 years since it has continued to grow - unabated. A map of what happens to 
our data was submitted to the Federal Trade Commission in 2009 called Exploring Privacy that 
maps out what happens to our data after 
we interact with retailers, websites, cable 
companies, medical offices - basically any 
aspect of our day-to-day lives were a 
record of a transaction is entered into a 
computer or an electronic device is 
involved. More and more data is being 
collected with basically no protections on 
how it can be aggregated to profile us as 
particular individuals. 

The current practices on the web involve the placement of various forms of device identification, 
browser configuration, tracking beacons and cookies. These all in effect enable private 
companies to stalk us as we move around the web. These practices currently happening to us 
as we move around the digital world if they were replicated by people following us or by 
companies placing little physical tracking devices on us on us as we moved about the physical 
world would be prohibited. 

One of the big issues raised by big data analytics is the information asymmetry that exists 
between individuals and communities they are a part of and the corporate and government 
entities that are collecting, storing, analyzing and using data.  

People are not cognizant of how much information they voluntarily give away and how much 
meta-data their every day interactions on digital devices and shopping in a retail store generate. 
One simple way the government could change the current policy framework to balance the 
information asymmetry issue is to mandate that individual consumer/citizens have a right to: 

• a copy of all data (that a company is collecting) while they are using digital devices (whether 
they own them or not) 

• a right to a digital copy of all records of transactions they do (right now one gets a paper 
receipt at a grocery store and they have a digital record of the transaction). 

DATA USES:

Personal Data Ecosystem
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examples:
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Examples of uses of consumer information in personally identifiable or aggregated form:

Financial services, such as for 
banking or investment accounts

Credit granting, such as for credit or 
debit cards; mortgage, automobile 
or specialty loans; automobile rentals; 
or telephone services 

Insurance granting, such as for health, 
automobile or life

Retail coupons and special offers

Catalog and magazine solicitations

Web and mobile services, including
content, e-mail, search, and social 
networking

Product and service delivery, such as
streaming video, package delivery, or
a cable signal 

Attorneys, such as for case
investigations
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 & Mobile

CARRIERSMOBILE
PROVIDERS
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COMPANIES

Journalism, such as for fact checking

Marketing, whether electronically, 
through direct mail, or by telephone

Data brokers for aggregation and resale
to companies and/or consumers

Background investigations by employers
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Locating missing or lost persons, 
beneficiaries, or witnesses

Law enforcement

Research (e.g., health, financial, and
online search data) by academic
institutions, government agencies, and
commercial companies

Fraud detection and prevention

Government benefits and services,
such as licensing
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http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_events/
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The government has worked on initiatives around various buttons - blue for medical records, 
green for utility company records, red for educational records and the latest I have heard about 
is gold for financial records. We should have buttons for “everything” - the data we generate is 
as much ours as it is the firms who are providing us services.  Because these are by their very 
nature digital objects - that is bits, bits of data.  The frame of property ownership is not an 
appropriate one. We must begin to anchor the conversation in rights and responsibilities. What 
is my right to the data I generate. What are the responsibilities of the company or services 
provider I am using (and in the process generating data).  We both should have rights to the 
data and responsibilities. We could use some of the deliberative democracy methods I 
mentioned earlier to consider what those should be and then move to establish them in law.  

We must ask ourselves are we free people, with control over our own data just as we have 
control over our physical selves. Or are we going to be increasingly enclosed on digital 
plantations or surfs on digital feudal estates. Some have contrasted this emerging digital 
feudalism with the potential for a digital enlightenment. (See this slide show by Marc Davis 
(http://www.slideshare.net/marcedavis/20130509-marc-davis-on-metaphors-and-models-of-
personal-data-implications-for-policy-and-technology-at-iiw16)

The right to our own data will kick start the market for 
personal clouds and new ethical data markets. 

Question 3: What technological trends or key technologies will affect the collection, storage, 
analysis and use of big data? 

Personal Clouds are emerging as a new technology that is designed to put people at the center 
of their own data lives. Some call this “small data”. It is empowering the individual to collect their 
own “Big Data” and use tools and services to use analytical data methods on one’s self.  

It means that individuals can then see the image of themselves that they are releasing via the 
activities they do that generate data.   The Personal Data Ecosystem that I lead wrote to both 
the Federal Trade Commission and Federal Communications commission in response to their 
respective white and green papers on privacy.  

* Link to FTC response: https://dl.dropbox.com/u/13895906/FTC-DNTResponse021811.pdf

* Link to FCC response: http://www.ntia.doc.gov/comments/101214614-0614-01/
comment.cfm?e=01D6196B-4C69-4C2B-8DA5-6D78D64AF527

Since then we have further articulated the different market models for data that align with 
consumer/citizen interest. 
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Meaningful, understandable control over the collection and use of personal data by individuals 
enables companies, organizations, and governments to create value while increasing public 
trust. Three broad categories emerged: Vendor Relationship Management, Infomediary Markets, 
and Data Aggregation Markets. These models place the user at their center, and reflect ways 
that context will influence the roles a person plays or how they behave.

At the heart of each model is a personal cloud 
that helps people to: 
•Securely collect and store data they generate 
in daily life
•Connect to service providers so they get value 
from their data
•Limit how the data they provide is used by 
service providers

Vendor Relationship Management
CRM tools are standard in today’s businesses where they are used by companies to manage 
their relationships with customers and potential customers. 
Vendor Relationship Management (VRM) tools work on behalf of the individual to connect people 
to businesses, organizations and public services.  Individuals can share more detailed 
information with companies they like. VRM offers a direct channel people control between 
themselves and the organizations they engage. Data sharing is governed by terms set by the 
user. In this model, people have the power to withdraw from relating to the vendor and their 
choice will be respected.



Infomediary Markets

In markets where vendors seek attention from potential customers, Infomediaries act as data 
brokers on the users’ behalf. The Infomediaries create permission-based channels, based on 
accurate personal data that the user provides, but without revealing personally identifying 
information in the market. 
Companies want to find customers for their products and services, governments want to reach 
citizens with important relevant information, and organizations want to attract new interested 
members. Today’s marketing methods can be ineffective, annoying and intrusive to get at 
people’s personally identifiable information without their awareness or consent.

Data Aggregation Markets

Data Aggregation Services read the details of users’ data, but provide companies, governments, 
and researchers with summary or aggregate values. Corporate research and marketing have 
many legitimate, ethical uses of “big data.” Individuals willingly participate when they believe their 
privacy will be respected. With that trust, they willingly provide more honest, complete, and 
detailed personal information to these services. This market model was used for media audience 
metrics for fifty years by companies like Nielsen and Arbitron. 
Big Data is big business and many firms today collect vast troves of information about specific 
individuals and households, from public records (Axiom), social networks (RapLeaf), or foot 
traffic via mobile phones (Sense Networks)



Question 3: Are there particularly promising technologies or new practices for safeguarding 
privacy while enabling effective uses of big data?

A critical aspect of how the system above works is accountability frameworks. Sometimes called 
Trust Frameworks - these technology/policy sandwiches enable information to flow. If regular 
citizens are to trust these systems I continue to believe that we should not call the frameworks 
by the name of the feeling we hope that they foster in the overall system. We have to be able to 
talk about them and ask about the trustability or trustworthiness of them.  It is one thing to have 
a conversation about the trustability of an accountability framework. Asking “what is the 
trustability of a particular trust framework” is just to awkward.  This is a link to a post that I wrote 
covering this issue - The Trouble with Trust and the Case for Accountability Frameworks. 
http://www.identitywoman.net/the-trouble-with-trust-the-case-for-accountability-frameworks

Here is a diagram of the whole ecosystem together - all three market models outlined above, 
accountability frameworks (and their straddling of legal and code governance) along with other 
modalities of governance at play in the system. The next page has a description of each box 
found on this landscape. 
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Personal Data Landscape Term Definitions
Individual: A person
Devices: Mobile phones, computers, self tracking 
devices, medical monitoring devices, e-readers. 
Context: Where a person is (home, school, work). The 
Role they are playing (parent, coach, spouse, employee, 
supervisor, athletic team member). Persona they are 
presenting (video game player, professional, goofy hobby 
identity).
Data: The bits generated explicitly such as photos, 
tweets, status updates.
Frameworks: Contractual mutli-party frameworks 
connect legal/policy agreements to technical 
interoperability to protect the individual and enable 
markets. The Personal Cloud service provider is at the 
heart of these frameworks, chosen by the end user, and 
works on their behalf managing their data and its 
participation in the framework. 
Personal Data Analytics: Services that help people gain 
insight into their own personal data. An example being 
one’s daily health status or a personal annual report. 

[Trusted Organizations]	 	
Product Producer: This is an example of a Vendor 
Relationship Management connection where a 
consumer who bought a product from a producer 
manages an open channel with the maker of the product 
they bought and willingly share information under 
favorable terms they the user set. 
Infomediary: A service trusted to have insight into a 
person’s data and working on their behalf. They have an 
individual’s personally identifiable information (PII) and 
protect that data and put it to use. 
Data Aggregation Services: Services create aggregate 
data sets from personal data, like music listening habits. 
Aggregators may compensate people for their data, 
people may share altruistically, or people may 
unknowingly share.
Public Services: Governments delivering services to 
their constituents can enable use of personal data stores 
for better access and data quality.

[The Market]
Market Place: This is where an Individual’s business 
agents with PII meet Vendor agents without PII.
Retailers: Companies that sell goods to customers. 
Service Providers: Companies that provide services to 
people.
Vendor Agents: Companies that help retailers and 
service providers find good potential leads. They do not 
have personally identifiable information.

[Governance]
How systems are regulated take many forms. 
Governance starts with laws and regulation but also 
includes cultural practices, business norms, and, in 
digital systems, how identifiers are allocated and the 
code that connects them.	
LEGAL:	 	 	
Government: plays many roles in the systems:

Regulator: Governments set baseline rules for how 
markets work. They provide the court system where 
contract law is adjudicated.
Public Records: Governments record births, 
marriages, divorces, deaths along with licensing, and 
property title registries.
Public Safety: Policing and law enforcement. 
Ombudsman: Many states have a data protection 
commissioner who protects constituents.

International Treaty Organizations: Support the 
coordination of int’l treaties and provide a meta-int’l law 
that hold governments accountable to each other.
CODE: Computer code and how it runs determines 
what is possible in computer systems. The phrase 
“Code is Law” was popularized by Lawrence Lessig.

Standards Development Organizations: Bruce 
Sterling said “If code is law then standards are like 
the Senate.” Standards bodies agree on how code 
works regardless of the particular language it is 
written in or system it is running on. For example, the 
W3C standardizes the HTML specification for 
presenting web pages.

IDENTIFIER: Networks run on identifiers for each 
endpoint. How these are allocated, and the terms and 
conditions of use in a network, govern the network.

Global Identifier Registries: Examples include the 
phone system, Domain Names, ISBN numbers, 
RFID.
Private Name Spaces: examples include Twitter, 
Skype, Google, Facebook etc.

PEER: This kind of governance is the most powerful in 
many ways and helps social systems operate.	

Peer-to-Peer: People have opinions about each 
other and also about businesses and services they 
interact with - like Yelp for small businesses.
Professional: Doctors, lawyers, engineers, and 
architects are professions that peer regulate.
Institutional: Institutions figure out what other peer 
institutions are - such as banks worldwide in SWIFT.
Framework Creators: Organizations that create 
contractual legal-policy/technology frameworks that 
govern complex multi-party networks. 



(4) How should the policy frameworks or regulations for handling big data differ between the 
government and the private sector? Please be specific as to the type of entity and type of 
use (e.g., law enforcement, government services, commercial, academic research, etc.).

Most of the answers that you will get to this question will have ‘the answer’ from their own point 
of view. There is not one right answer to these questions. We live in a complex society and 
complex trade offs must be made. I believe we must tap our collective wisdom and intelligence 
to figure out where to draw the lines in the grey sand.  

We must leverage the deliberative 
democracy tools I mention above and do 
so following the Principles of public 
engagement outlined by the National 
Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation 
(http://www.ncdd.org).

 An example that could be followed is how 
the Canadian Province of British Columbia 
recently engaged a randomly selected 
panel of 36 citizens over 2 full weekends to 
figure out how key policy questions in the 
implementation of their eID system. I wrote 
about this recently in the Re:ID magazine 
(http://www.identitywoman.net/wp-
content/uploads/2011/09/reid_spring_14-
BC.pdf)

I would like to close with some thoughts 
about  Question 2: What types of uses of 
big data could measurably improve 
outcomes or productivity with further 
government action, funding, or research?

We must look at how data can serve 
communities as a whole and how they can 
impact the lives of various groups. 

A recent conference hosted by UC 
Berkeley CITRIS focused on Open Data 
and Democracy I saw two different projects 
with a primary focus on communities using 
Big Data and understanding deeper social 
issues in a meaningful way. The Center for Community Informatics in Vancouver British Columbia 
- http://communityinformatics.net/ and the Justice Mapping Center - http://
www.justicemapping.org/ and their Justice Atlas - http://www.justiceatlas.org/

Public Engagement Principles by the NCDD
These seven principles reflect the common beliefs and 
understandings of those working in the fields of
public engagement, conflict resolution, and collaboration.In 
practice, people apply these and additional principles in 
many different ways.
1. Careful Planning and Preparation
Through adequate and inclusive planning, ensure that the 
design, organization, and convening of the process serve 
both a clearly defined purpose and the needs of the 
participants.
2. Inclusion and Demographic Diversity
Equitably incorporate diverse people, voices, ideas, and 
information to lay the groundwork for quality outcomes and 
democratic legitimacy.
3. Collaboration and Shared Purpose
Support and encourage participants, government and 
community institutions, and others to work together to 
advance the common good.
4. Openness and Learning
Help all involved listen to each other, explore new ideas 
unconstrained by predetermined outcomes, learn and apply 
information in ways that generate new options, and 
rigorously evaluate public engagement activities for 
effectiveness.
5. Transparency and Trust
Be clear and open about the process, and provide a public 
record of the organizers, sponsors, outcomes, and range of 
views and ideas expressed.
6. Impact and Action
Ensure each participatory effort has real potential to make a 
difference, and that participants are aware of that potential.
7. Sustained Engagement and Participatory Culture
Promote a culture of participation with programs and 
institutions that support ongoing quality public engagement.
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In contrast at an Open Oakland Camp hosted put on by the Code for America Brigade at 
Oakland City Hall they had a session focused on a use of big data/ open data for crime spotting. 
Oakland is a majority minority city with a history of policy brutality and misconduct towards 
African American men. Except for my partner who is African American the whole audience was 
white. He wasn’t really into helping develop applications who’s primary purpose seemed to be to 
put more brown and black men in prison. 

To close on this same theme I must say that issues around Big Data are gendered. 

It is mostly men who build, design, big data systems and the algorithms that are used to glean 
insight from the data. They are the people who choose to fund data startups. They are the ones 
who lead the large and small companies engaged in data analytics. In my years working in 
Silicon Valley it has become very clear that the perspective of men and how they move through 
the world - the assumptions they make about what is and is not an acceptable in the design of 
systems.  Their is also the delicate issue of the preponderance of Aspergers Syndrome / Autism 
Spectrum Disorder by those working in the technology industry and therefore building these 
systems.  Although all those on the spectrum are unique it is not un-common for various 
reasons to experience some social blindness - that is a difficulty perceiving and aligning with 
social norms/boundaries. I have known male programmer friends who are on the spectrum to 
hoard data, all kinds of it just because it might be useful one day and to not really consider the 
social implications of doing so.  This is an additional reason that broad social engagement is 
required to figure out where clear lines should be drawn. 

I have lead a women’s technology unconference since 2007. When women who understand 
technology are with each other they discuss critical issues that I almost never hear raised in any 
other forum. It is critical that you seek out and include the voices of women and women 
technologists when figuring out the answers to the policy questions in the real of big data. 

Thank you for soliciting public comment on these critical questions. 

If you should like to contact me for further information on any of the ideas I have presented here 
please don’t hesitate to do so. 

Kaliya “Identity Woman” Hamlin 
kaliya [at] identitywoman [dot] net    is the best e-mail address for me. 
I can be reached at 510 472-9069 (although I rarely check voice-mail)

Thank you for considering my contribution. 

I will be applying to be considered in this third round of Presidential Innovation Fellows. 

Regards, 

- Kaliya


